Media alert
Saint-Ouen, France, 18 November 2021

Inetum receives award for best growth strategy by a midcap or large enterprise from Numeum and KPMG.
Yesterday, at a gala event for ICT and digital services and solutions providers at Châteauform’
George V (Paris 8), Inetum was rewarded by Numeum and KPMG for its daring strategy and
resilient business model in pursuing its global development and growth strategy.
The ICT & Digital Services and Solutions Enterprises Awards for the best initiatives on the market in 2021
highlighted 8 companies in 4 categories during the 4 th annual gala event for players in the French digital
ecosystem. During the ceremony, Numeum (formerly Syntec Numérique and TECH IN France) gave the
first prize in the category for Growth Strategy in Mid-Cap and Large Enterprises to Inetum for its
exceptional international development, making the digital services and solutions provider a benchmark in
its category.
Watch the video of the award ceremony: https://youtu.be/lwEOt5n_17Y?t=1150

The award is a just recognition for 10 years of growth, celebrating the Group’s new dimension as embodied
by its new identity – Inetum, Positive digital flow – a name that comes from the Latin word incrementum
which means “growth”, and saluting the work of its 27,000 employees who work in close proximity with
clients each day. Growth that is strongly supported by the Group’s capacity to reinforce its expert teams
by constantly recruiting new talent and innovating incessantly to keep pace with its clients’ needs. A
seventh FabLab opened in 2021, a new addition to this worldwide network that is one of the pillars of the
Group’s ongoing innovation strategy.
Amidst the current health crisis, the Group has demonstrated its confidence in the future by expanding
its offer portfolio, innovative capacity, and multi-sector expertise. Inetum thereby confirms the relevance
of its model and its ability to build a shared culture with all its employees in 26 countries.
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Download the study Grand Angle Numeum/KPMG: on this link
About Inetum, Positive digital flow:
Inetum is an agile IT services company that provides digital services and solutions, and a global group
that helps companies and institutions to get the most out of digital flow. In a context of perpetual
movement, where needs and usages are constantly being reinvented, the Inetum group is committed
towards all these players to innovate, continue to adapt, and stay ahead. With its multi-expert profile,
Inetum offers its clients a unique combination of proximity, a sectorial organisation, and solutions of
industrial quality. Operating in more than 26 countries, the Group has nearly 27,000 employees and in
2020 generated revenues of €1.966 billion.
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